Let j^f and ^ be two C* algebras with identity. Suppose & c J^C Let 9 be a positive linear map of j^ on έ%? such that 9? preserves the identity and such that φ(BX) -Bφ(X) for all B in & and all X in jy: <p is then defined to be an expectation of sf on &. The extension of the notion of an expectation in the probability theory sense, to expectations on finite von Neumann algebra is largely due to J. Dixmier and H. Umegaki [1] . In [4] Tomiyama considers an expectation on von Neumann algebras to be a projection of norm one. If φ is an expectation in the sense φ(BX) -Bφ(X), φ positive and φ preserves identities, then φ(XB) -φ{X)B for all X in j^ B in ^. & is the set of fixed points of φ.
By writing φ[(X -φ(X))* (X -<p(x))] ^0 we have φ(X*X) ^ φ(X)*φ(X).
In particular φ is a bounded map. The result stated in the previous paragraph extends a result by Nakamura, Takesaki, and Umegaki [2] , who consider the case when Ssf is a finite von Neumann algebra.
2* Preliminaries* Basic definitions and some essentially known results will now be given for ready reference. Let M and N be C* algebras and φ a positive linear map of M on N. Let M n be the set of all n x n matrices whose entries are elements of M, call those 
Tomiyama has shown this result in [5] . LEMMA 
Let M and N be two C* algebras with identities. Let φ be an expectation of M on N, then φ is completely positive.
This result was shown by Nakamura, Takesaki, and Umegaki in [2] .
One of the tools for the proof of the theorem will be the Stinespring construction which is given in [3] and which will be sketched here for completeness sake.
Let M be any von Neumann algebra acting on h. Let MQh denote the tensor product of M and h as linear spaces. Let N be von Neumann algebra of M which is the range of a normal expectation φ. On MQh define an inner product by:
where a iy b 5 are in M 9 x i9 y d are in h and where (,) denotes the inner product in h. Now:
Let A be in M n with A^ = a*aι then if a; -(x lf x 2 , ., α;.)
By Proposition 2,
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Hence the inner product defined on M@h is bilinear and positive. However, it is possible to have < ζ, ζ y = 0 with ζ Φ 0. Divide out the space M Q h by all vectors of norm zero. Then taking the completion of that space, one obtains a Hilbert space which will be denoted M(g)h.
LEMMA 3. h is embedded as a Hilbert space in Mξξ) h.
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